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Kowtow is a Chinese word and is the act of deep respect shown by kneeling and 
bowing so low as to have your head touching the ground.

Gosia Piatek knew she wanted to start an ethical company – she just wasn’t sure what kind. When a friend pointed her in 

the direction of the garment industry, something clicked. Gosia launched the label in 2007 with $5000 and without any

fashion experience just loads of energy. After nearly a year of research Gosia finally found a manufacturer in India that only 

works with fair trade organic cotton and who could make her vision for an ethically sound label come to life!

So why fair trade? “The idea came about from been fed up with fast fashion. I wanted to influence the industry by having 

a successful business and only using certified fair trade organic cotton – a business with a true point of difference. I want to 

show all business owners that it is possible to run a profitable business in an ethical manner.” says the founder and director 

of Kowtow, Gosia Piatek.

Being fair trade and organic was above all the most important aspect to the Kowtow business. All the cotton used in Kowtow 

clothing is premium certified fair trade by the Fair Trade Labeling Organization and certified organic by SKAL International. 

All fabrics are dyed with Global Organic Textiles Standard (GOTS) approved dyes that are free of hazardous elements such 

as nickel, lead, formaldehyde, amines, pesticides and heavy metals. The factory employees receive a fair wage including

paid holiday leave, sick pay, medical insurance, subsidised lunches and overtime pay. As well as work in a well lit, well 

ventilated and spacious working environment and benefit from work place unions.

Kowtow put a great deal of time into ensuring these certification companies are legitimate. Gosia visits the factories in Kolkata 

every six months checking on the production chain to make sure that she is happy with the working conditions, as well

as closely monitoring quality of samples and production.

Gosia and ex Kowtow founder Boofa documented the entire cotton chain from seed to garment and met with the farmers and 

employees at the ginning mill, the dye unit & the factory where it all gets made. (High res photos & film from their trip are

included in this ‘Behind the Scenes’ press kit all taken by Boofa who is onto his new venture - ihadhippyparents).

The Kowtow customer is varied and could be anyone from 15 to 80 years of age, but what they all have in common is that 

they love to wear well-cut clothes and appreciate Kowtow’s minimal, androgynous and classic aesthetic.

Kowtow designs are instantly recognizable and consistently true to their own unique style. Effortlessly elegant, casual clothes 

that form dramatic silhouettes, Kowtow is minimalism perfectly executed. Bold graphics, and eco –friendly fabrics make

Kowtow garments effortlessly cool. The softness of organic cotton means the clothes also feel incredible against your skin.
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